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NEW QUESTION: 1
To see predictive insights, what option do you select in the

Story toolbar?
A. What Happened
B. What Changed Over Time
C. Why It Happened
D. Predictions &amp; Improvements
E. How Can I Improve It
Answer: D
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
How do you access the long messages a mapreduce application
generates after you run it on your cluster?
A. You browse the /logs directly in HDFS where all jobs log
files as store
B. You connect to the job tracker web UI and locate the details
for your job this will include long messages
C. You remotely log in to any slave node in the cluster to
browse your jobs log files in/var/log/hadoop/archive directly
D. You browse the currect working directory of the client
machine from which You submitted the job
Answer: D
Explanation:
Example: Run the application:
$ bin/hadoop jar /usr/joe/wordcount.jar org.myorg.WordCount
/usr/joe/wordcount/input /usr/joe/wordcount/output
Output:

$ bin/hadoop dfs -cat /usr/joe/wordcount/output/part-00000 Bye
1 Goodbye 1 Hadoop 2 Hello 2 World 2

NEW QUESTION: 4
Ads often show on Google with a fifth line of ad text, which
includes the city or region targeted by a campaign. One reason
this occurs is because:
A. The Internet Protocol (IP) address of the user is located in
the city targeted by the campaign.
B. The language preferences of the user assume a location.
C. One of the keywords in the campaign is the name of that
country.
D. The search query included the name of the city.
Answer: A
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